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▪ Peer review consists of the evaluation of articles by experts in the 

field

▪ It was first used in 1665, by the Royal Society in London

▪ Peer review places the reviewer, with the author, at the heart of 

scientific publishing

▪ Reviewers make the editorial process work by examining and 

commenting on manuscripts

▪ Without peer review there is no control in scientific communication

▪ Reviewers are the backbone of the whole process

Academic publishing

What is peer review?
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Academic publishing
Peer-reviewed journal growth 1990-2013
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Academic publishing
The publishing cycle
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Planning your article
Are you ready to publish?

Not ready
Work has no scientific interest

Ready
Work advances the field
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▪ Clear and useful message

▪ A logical manner

▪ Readers grasp the research

Planning Your Article
What makes a strong manuscript?

Editors, reviewers and readers all want to receive 

well presented manuscripts that fit within the aims 

and scope of their journal.
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• Full articles
• Substantial, complete and comprehensive pieces of research

Is my message sufficient for a full article?

• Letters or short communications
• Quick and early communications 

Are my results so thrilling that they should be shown as soon as possible?

• Review papers
• Summaries of recent developments on a specific top

• Often submitted by invitation

Planning your article
Types of manuscripts

Your supervisor or colleagues are also good sources for 

advice on manuscript types. 
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– Adaptations and customizations to methods 

(Example journal: MethodsX )

– Published datasets: available for sharing and reuse (Example 

journal: Data in Brief)

– Articles that acknowledge the impact of software on research 
(Example journal: SoftwareX)

New types of manuscripts

Ask your supervisor and colleagues for advice on manuscript type. 

Sometimes outsiders see things more clearly than you. 
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Choosing the right journal
Best practices

▪ Aim to reach the intended audience for your work

▪ Choose only one journal, as simultaneous submissions are prohibited

▪ Supervisor and colleagues can provide good suggestions 

▪ Shortlist a handful of candidate journals, and investigate them:

• Aims

• Scope

• Accepted types of articles

• Readership

• Current hot topics

Articles in your reference list will usually lead you 

directly to the right journals.
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Choosing the right journal

Journal Finder Tool
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▪ It indicates how many times the more recent  papers in a journal are 

cited on average in a given year

▪ It is influenced by editorial policies of journals and turnover of 

research

Choosing the right journal
The Impact Factor

The impact factor can give you a general 

guidance, but it should NOT be the sole reason 

to choose a journal. 
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Preparing your manuscript
Guide for Authors

▪ Find it on the journal homepage of the publisher, e.g. Elsevier.com

▪ Keep to the Guide for Authors in your manuscript

▪ It will save your time
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• Determine if you are ready to publish your work

• Decide on the best type of manuscript

• Choose the target journal

• Check the Guide for Authors 

Recap

Before writing your paper



Structuring your article
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• Title

• Abstract 

• Keywords

• Introduction 

• Methods 

• Results and Discussion

• Conclusion 

• Acknowledgements

• References 

• Supporting Materials

General structure of a research article

Read the Guide for Authors for the specific criteria 

of your target journal.
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▪ Attract reader’s attention

▪ Contain fewest possible words 

▪ Adequately describe content

▪ Are informative but concise

▪ Identify main issue

▪ Do not use technical jargon and rarely-used abbreviations

Effective manuscript titles

Editors and reviewers do not like titles that make no sense or fail to 

represent the subject matter adequately. Additionally, if the title is not 

accurate, the appropriate audience may not read your paper.
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• Good listing principle

✓First author

✓Corresponding author

Authorship
Poor listing procedure

 Ghost authorship

 Gift authorship

Be consistent in how you write the authors’ names.
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▪ Are the labels of the manuscript 

▪ Are used by indexing and abstracting services

▪ Should be specific

▪ Should use only established abbreviations (e.g. DNA)

Keywords

Article title Keywords

“An experimental study on 

evacuated tube solar collector using 

supercritical CO2”

Solar collector; supercritical CO2; 

solar energy; solar thermal 

utilization 

Check the Guide for Authors for specifics on which keywords should be 

used.
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The process of writing – building the article

Title, Abstract, and Keywords 

Figures/Tables (your data)

Conclusion Introduction

Methods Results Discussion
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• Provide a brief context to the readers

• Address the problem

• Identify the solutions and limitations

• Identify what the work is trying to achieve

• Provide a perspective consistent with the nature of the journal

Introduction

Write a unique introduction for every article. DO NOT reuse introductions. 
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• Describe how the problem was studied

• Include detailed information

• Do not describe previously published procedures

• Identify the equipment and materials used

Methods
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Methods – ethics committee approval

▪ Experiments on humans or animals must follow 

applicable ethics standards

▪ Approval of the local ethics committee is required and 

should be specified in the manuscript, covering letter, 

or the online submission system

▪ Editors can make their own decisions on ethics
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• Include only data of primary importance

• Use sub-headings to keep results of the same type together

• Be clear and easy to understand

•
• Highlight the main findings 

• Feature unexpected findings 

• Provide statistical analysis 

• Include illustrations and figures 

Results
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• Interpretation of results

• Most important section 

• Make the discussion correspond to the results and complement 

them

• Compare published results with your own

Discussion

Be careful not to use the following:

- Statements that go beyond what the results can support

- Non-specific expressions

- New terms not already defined or mentioned in your paper

- Speculations on possible interpretations based on imagination
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▪ Be clear

▪ Provide justification for the work

▪ Explain how your work advances the present state of knowledge

▪ Suggest future experiments

Conclusion
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▪ Advisors

▪ Financial supporters and funders

▪ Proof readers and typists

▪ Suppliers who may have donated materials

Acknowledgments
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▪ Do not use too many references

▪ Always ensure you have fully absorbed the material you are referencing

▪ Avoid excessive self citations

▪ Avoid excessive citations of publications from the same region or institute

▪ Conform strictly to the style given in the Guide for Authors

References
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•

Recap - building up your article properly (I) 

Title Abstract

Keywords
Main text

(IMRAD)
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Recap - building up your article properly (II) 

Conclusion Acknowledgements

References
Supporting

materials



How to write an abstract and 

improve your article
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The value of your abstract

▪ Reviewers only see the title and abstract of an article 

before they decide to review it or not.  

▪ A title and abstract are the only parts of an article that 

are freely available to everyone 

▪ The reader will decide whether the rest of your article 

is interesting to them while they are reading your 

abstract.  

▪ The value of your abstract is the difference between 

your article being read or not.

▪ The more researchers who want to read your article 

the more chance you have it will be cited in further 

research papers.

Although the abstract is one of the last elements of a 

article to be written, it is one of the first elements that 

will be read. 
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Abstract: Step by step

• Check the Guide for Authors:

Example Abstract 
requirement information in 
a typical Guide for Authors
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• Abstract length

Abstract: Step by step continued…
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• Purpose / Motivation

Abstract: Step by step continued…
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• Approach / Methodology

Abstract: Step by step continued…
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• Findings / Conclusion

Abstract: Step by step continued…
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• VALUE

And finally…
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Style

▪ Abstracts are usually written in the active voice, for example:

– Active: Researchers showed previously that smoking can lead to lung 

cancer.

– Passive: It was previously demonstrated that lung cancer can be 

caused by smoking.

▪ 10-12 Keywords or phrases

▪ Word count

▪ Avoid being general and vague
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Peer review BEFORE peer review

▪ Proof read and edit yourself

▪ Ask others for help

▪ Consider professional proof reading and editing services if needed

▪ Don’t be afraid of criticism
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Recap - How to write a killer abstract

Write your abstract 

last

Understand the value 

of a great abstract

Read and adhere to 

the Guide for Authors

Seek feedback on 

your written work



Thank you.


